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The ability of a pathogen to cause an epidemic when introduced in a
new host population often relies on its ability to adapt to this new environment. Here, we give a brief overview of recent theoretical and empirical
studies of such evolutionary emergence of pathogens. We discuss the effects
of several ecological and genetic factors that may affect the likelihood of
emergence: migration, life history of the infectious agent, host heterogeneity,
and the rate and effects of mutations. We contrast different modelling
approaches and indicate how details in the way we model each step of a
life cycle can have important consequences on the predicted probability of
evolutionary emergence. These different theoretical perspectives yield
important insights into optimal surveillance and intervention strategies,
which should aim for a reduction in the emergence (and re-emergence) of
infectious diseases.

1. Introduction
Evolutionary rescue occurs when a population in a given environment is
expected to go extinct, but nonetheless persists because evolution by natural
selection increases fitness rapidly enough to prevent extinction (see [1]). This
is a process that is likely to be a recurrent and widespread feature of the coevolutionary dynamics of hosts and pathogens, defining both realized host ranges
for pathogens and the responses by each to environmental change. Here, we
examine the interplay of infectious disease emergence, evolutionary rescue
and responses of coupled host – pathogen systems to environmental change,
emphasizing largely a conceptual framework that has itself ‘emerged’ recently,
but also touching on very important public-health problems.
Imagine that a host individual acquires a new infection, and that it is placed
in an isolated uninfected host population. When will this primary case lead to
an epidemic? Early models in mathematical epidemiology predict that whether
or not an epidemic emerges depends on the basic reproductive ratio of the
pathogen (R0), which is the expected number of secondary cases per primary
case in an otherwise uninfected population (reviewed in [2,3]). In the classical
deterministic description of disease transmission, the pathogen will spread if
R0 . 1 and will go extinct otherwise. This simple description of pathogen invasion relies on the underlying assumptions of the deterministic process. The
early stages of an invasion are, however, typically characterized by a small
number, n, of infected hosts. In such cases, it is necessary to take into account
demographic stochasticity in processes such as transmission, recovery and mortality. Using a probabilistic approach leads to a more refined answer to the
above question. For example, it can be shown using a branching process that
the probability of emergence (i.e. the probability that, after the introduction
of n-infected hosts, a non-evolving pathogen avoids initial extinction and
leads to an epidemic) is zero when R0 , 1 and is equal to P ¼ 1 2 (1/R0)n
when R0 . 1 (this result holds in classical epidemiological models assuming
that the duration of infection is exponentially distributed and contacts follow
a Poisson process [3]). As the initial number n of introduced individuals
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Figure 1. Effect of the basic reproductive ratio, R0, and the inoculum size, n,
on the probability of emergence of a pathogen.
becomes large, the probability of emergence approaches the
all-or-nothing deterministic description (figure 1). Even at
low n, a large R0 implies a high probability of establishment
[4]. When R0 is not much greater than unity, interesting complexities arise in characterizing the probability of emergence,
for instance, owing to heterogeneity in the host population
[5]. But even in such cases, if there are recurrent introduction
events, eventually the disease will emerge. By contrast, if
R0 , 1, without evolution the pathogen will never emerge,
no matter how many spillover events occur onto the
novel host population. For such host –pathogen combinations, disease emergence requires evolutionary rescue.
If the pathogen can evolve, then an epidemic might occur
even if R0 , 1 initially, because mutations could arise that
make R0 . 1 before extinction occurs. In such cases, there is
a race between the process of extinction and the process of
adaptation to the new host [6,7]. In this study, we will
focus on such situations. If a pathogen can evolve to its
new host, then this can dramatically increase the range of
situations leading to epidemics. Our aim is to identify the
main factors that govern the probability of such evolutionary
emergence (i.e. the probability that, after the introduction of a
maladapted form of the pathogen, the pathogen evolves
thereby avoiding initial extinction and in so doing, generates
an epidemic). Because we are effectively dealing with the
question of ‘evolutionary rescue’, many of our conclusions
have analogies with other studies in this special issue.
We first present a derivation of the probability of
evolutionary emergence in a simple, but quite general, ecological scenario. This permits the evaluation of how several
factors affect the risk of evolutionary emergence. We will
then relax some of the assumptions behind this ecological
scenario, which lead to more complex, yet realistic and relevant, situations. Finally, we discuss the available empirical
evidence. Our aim is to use these different evolutionary scenarios to better understand what limits the adaptation of
pathogens, which is key to managing the risks of infectious
disease emergence.

2. Probability of evolutionary emergence
We begin by considering the following ecological scenario. A
novel pathogen with clonal, asexual reproduction is introduced into a large host population of size N, which is
closed to immigration and emigration. We assume direct
transmission. The transmission rate of the pathogen to

bN
:
dþaþg

ð2:1Þ

Because we focus on evolutionary emergence, we are
interested in situations in which the novel pathogen is maladapted and thus doomed to extinction in the absence of
adaptation (i.e. R0 , 1 initially). Adaptation permitting persistence could occur by the acquisition of mutations that
will affect various pathogen life-history traits. In principle,
adaptation could occur through an increase in transmission
or a decrease in virulence or recovery (i.e. clearance). Ultimately,
such adaptation will lead to a ‘new’ pathogen with a basic
reproductive ratio R0 exceeding unity. Under the assumptions
that: (i) a single mutational step is required to reach the adapted
genotype, (ii) mutation is directional (no back-mutation
towards the maladapted wild-type) and (iii) the mutation rate
is small, the probability of evolutionary emergence from a
single initially infected individual is [6–8]
Pe 

1
[uR0 þ mL]P ;
1  R0

ð2:2Þ

where u is the probability of adaptive mutation during a
transmission event to a new host, m is the rate of fixation
of adaptive mutations within a host during the infection,
L ¼ 1/(d þ a þ g) is the average duration of an infection and
P ¼ 1  1=R0 (see §1 and figure 1 for n ¼ 1) is the probability
of emergence of the ‘new’ pathogen with a basic reproductive ratio R0 :
The above expression isolates three distinct quantities driving evolutionary emergence. First, the quantity 1/(1 2 R0)
measures the expected cumulative number of cases induced
after the introduction of a single infected host with the maladapted pathogen, before it goes extinct. This is equal to
P1 i
i¼0 R0 ; where i refers to the position in the epidemic chain
that derives from the first case (i.e. i ¼ 1 refers to secondary
cases derived from the first infectious case, i ¼ 2 refers to the
infections deriving from the secondary cases . . . ). In other
words, the probability of emergence is proportional to the
expected size of the epidemic induced by the maladapted
mutant. Second, the above expression depends linearly on
two different mutation processes. Mutation may occur conditional on a transmission event, and this will occur on
average uR0 times per host infected with the maladapted genotype. The fixation of adaptive mutations may also take place
within the host during the course of the infection, and because
the average infection is expected to last L units of time, this will
produce mL new adaptive mutations per host initially infected
with the maladapted genotype. Third, once the adapted genotype is present in the local pathogen population, it must
‘escape’ initial extinction and persist, and this occurs with
probability P ¼ 1  1=R0 :
This analytical expression is useful to gain an understanding of the factors governing evolutionary emergence. In
particular, the above three terms clearly show the impact of
(i) demography (the chain of infections before the appearance
of an adapted genotype), (ii) the mutation process and
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basic reproductive ratio, R0
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susceptible hosts per infected host is b, and the constant per
capita mortality induced by infection (i.e. the virulence) is a.
If we assume that the per capita natural host mortality rate
and pathogen clearance (recovery) rate to be constants d
and g, respectively, this yields the following expression for
the basic reproduction ratio:

1.0
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3. Migration and reintroductions

4. Maladaptation and life history of the
ancestral pathogen
As pointed out above, R0 of the ancestral pathogen in the
novel host governs the length of the epidemic chain before
extinction. This directly affects the opportunities for mutating
away from the ancestral type. But beyond this effect, the
details of the life cycle of the ancestral pathogen may strongly
influence the likelihood of evolutionary disease emergence.
It is important to note that different pathogens with the
same R0 may have different probabilities of emergence if
they have different values of L, the average duration of the
infection. Indeed, mutation and evolution are likely to operate during the course of the infection in each individual
host. Hence, the longer the duration of infection, the more
opportunities for the emergence of an adapted mutant.
André & Day [6] show that this result is robust to alterations
in the life cycle assumed in our baseline model. In particular,
the expression for Pe (equation (2.1)) holds even when transmission, death and clearance rates vary with the age of the

3
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Migration is classically viewed as a force that counteracts
natural selection through the flow of maladapted genes
and, as such, a force that limits adaptation [9]. Yet, this classical result for clonal or major gene models relies on the
underlying assumption of pronounced density dependence.
Source–sink metapopulation models have shown that the
effect of migration is strongly contingent on the amount of
density dependence in the sink. In the absence of density
dependence, recurrent migration can enhance adaptation to
the sink by infusing more variation sampled from the
source, and by sustaining a higher sink population size,
which results in more mutational input in the local environment [10]. The occurrence of some density dependence in
the sink may lead to non-monotonic effects of migration
[11, fig. 6].
In the context of infectious disease emergence and the
transmission from animals to humans (i.e. a zoonosis),
the animal reservoir can be viewed as the source and the
human population as the (initial) sink. Migration in this
case refers to the recurrent introduction of pathogens into
the human population. Pathogen progeny are likely to have
access to a large number of uninfected, naive human hosts,
which means that in general they are unlikely to experience
significant competition during the initial phases of the epidemic. In this situation, the more immigration events, the
more likely it is that the pathogen can adapt to the novel
host. Indeed, one can use the above criteria to study the
effect of the number (n) of independent introduction events
on the probability of evolutionary emergence in the human
population, which is 1 2 (1 2 Pe)n, where Pe is the
probability for a single introduction. (This assumes that introductions are separated enough in time or space that a given
introduction either goes extinct or adapts before overlapping
with any other colonizing attempt). This confirms that the
higher the propagule pressure (both in terms of number of
infected individuals per infection episode, and the number
of distinct infection episodes), the higher the probability of
emergence [12].
If a human population is in contact with an animal
reservoir, emergence may also be facilitated by indirect transmission routes, where the emergent strain could also circulate
via back-dispersal into the reservoir. Reluga et al. [13] modelled this process and confirmed that more contact with the
reservoir host can facilitate pathogen emergence. They
assumed that a mutation increasing transmission in the
novel host has a neutral effect in the reservoir, and that
back-transmission does not reduce potential transmission
rates within the novel host. Modifying these assumptions
would make emergence less likely.
What is less obvious is whether the probability of evolutionary emergence is higher or lower when initial
pathogen introductions are clustered rather than being
spread out in space or in time. In a spatially and temporally
homogeneous environment, it often does not matter. When

there are temporal [14] or spatial [15] heterogeneities, however, in purely ecological models, clustered introductions
always lead to a lower probability of emergence. Although
it has not yet been formally analysed, this is likely true for
evolutionary rescue scenarios as well. The reason is that clustered introductions do not benefit from an ‘exploration’ of
environmental heterogeneity, which leads to an increase in
the chance of an introduction occurring at the right point in
space and time.
However, there may be some situations for which clustering
of infections is advantageous and promotes disease emergence
via evolutionary rescue. This can arise if there are analogues of
Allee effects in transmission, or in host demography, at low
numbers of infected individuals. For example, the reason mortality rate may be elevated in infected hosts is that they become
vulnerable to predation. If predators can be readily satiated, an
increase in the local abundance of infected hosts can reduce the
mortality rate per infected host. This may increase the duration
of the infection, L, and the likelihood that appropriate
mutations permitting persistence will arise and fuel emergence.
Holt et al. [16] considered source–sink models with an Allee
effect, and showed for several different scenarios that an
increase in the number of individuals introduced per colonizing
episode (immigration rate) could enhance adaptation to the
sink. The models were not explicitly about host–pathogen
interactions, but can be readily interpreted to encompass them.
On a related issue, if the introduction consists of n different
genotypes, as n increases, this will increase the chance of a
‘better’ genotype being present. A situation with initial genetic
variation is discussed elsewhere [17, eqn 2.1a, p. 2947]. If the
pathogen is sexual, an additional effect of recurrent migration
can arise: matings between immigrants and better-adapted residents impose a migrational load on the latter. This can lead to
alternative evolutionary states in a sink population: a low
density one, permanently maladapted owing to gene flow constraining local adaptation, and one at high density, for which
immigration is quantitatively small relative to local carrying
capacity [18,19]. Disease emergence then can be influenced by
transient temporal variation in the host population, boosting
transmission or inhibiting recovery (as is shown for a more
general case, not specific to host–pathogen systems, in [18]).
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(iii) the level of adaptation of the emerging pathogen. In the
following, we will use the above description as a framework
for discussing these three effects in light of other theoretical
developments, specifically various complexities associated
with pathogen epidemiology.
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The above reasoning assumes that the host population is
homogeneous and that death, transmission and recovery do
not differ among hosts. Infected hosts, however, may differ
greatly in age, sex, behaviour, spatial aggregation, genetic
background and so forth, and each of these factors
may affect pathogen life-history traits and the potential for
disease emergence. In particular, the occurrence of superspreading, in which a few individuals infect an unusually
large number of secondary cases, has been observed in
many infectious diseases [24,25]. Taking into account this heterogeneity presents a major theoretical challenge. Several
earlier studies have investigated the impact of different
forms of heterogeneity on the probability of emergence
in the absence of evolution [4,25]. Holding the expected
value of R0 constant, heterogeneity among hosts may also
affect the probability of emergence. Indeed, using a
phenomenological approach that enables the use of various
distributions of the expected number of secondary cases
caused by a particular infected host (individual reproductive
number), Lloyd-Smith et al. [25] have shown that for the same
average value of R0, an increase in the variation of the individual reproductive number has two main effects. More
variation reduces the probability of emergence, but when
an outbreak does occur the epidemic size is increased.
These two effects can be illustrated with a simple example
(see appendix A). Imagine two pathogens with the same
expected value of R0 ¼ 2. In the first pathogen, there is no
variation in the individual reproductive number, but in the
second, the individual value varies and is either 0 or 4,
with equal probability. In the first pathogen, P ¼ 0.5 (see
§1). For the second pathogen, the probability of emergence
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Figure 2. Effect of vaccination coverage, 1 2 f, and vaccine efficacy, r, on
the probability of evolutionary emergence of a pathogen with homogeneous
mixing, p ¼ 0.5. Vaccine efficacy only affects the infectiousness of the
vaccinated host, b2 ¼ (1 2 r)b1, and does not influence its susceptibility,
s ¼ 1. Here, we consider the situation in which the vaccine has an effect
only on the maladapted strain. The adapted strain is considered so fit (on
both naive and vaccinated hosts) that we can neglect its risk of early
extinction (see appendix B for more details on this scenario). Parameter
values: b1 ¼ 2, d1 ¼ 1, d2 ¼ 1, u ¼ m ¼ 1023.
is equal to P ¼ 0.25 (see appendix A). In this case, the risk of
early extinction is increased when the pathogen encounters a
poor-quality host, and the higher probability of emergence
when the pathogen gets lucky and infects a good-quality host
does not compensate for this effect. Yet when the epidemic
takes off, the presence of good-quality hosts results in a larger
epidemic size. Note that, interestingly, Yates et al. [5] found
that the type of heterogeneity matters as well, and in particular
that variations in some host properties (e.g. susceptibility to
infection) have no impact on emergence. In appendix A, we
study a very similar version of the model in Yates et al. [5],
but for a continuous time birth–death model.
The above situations did not allow the pathogen to adapt to
the new host. The impact of host heterogeneity on evolutionary
emergence has been explored in only a handful of studies. Yates
et al. [5] showed that host heterogeneity has a very weak effect
on the probability of evolutionary emergence. An approach
based on an explicit description of the contact process between
hosts and the network of mutations has been used to study
evolutionary emergence [26]. Studying the effect of host heterogeneity is perhaps more complex in this situation, since a
modification of the contact network has direct effects on the
variance as well as on the expected value of R0 (see [4]) and
this latter effect has a well-known direct effect on emergence
(see above expression for Pe). Yet this approach is very promising because it is based on a more detailed presentation of the
environment in which infection chains play out. As such, it
paves the way for several important directions of future
research, such as the study of evolutionary disease emergence
in more realistic spatially structured models. In appendix B,
we study evolutionary emergence assuming a fraction 1 2 f
of the population is vaccinated against the pathogen. We
derive some analytical results in the very special case in
which the vaccine is perfect; the effects of the efficacy of imperfect vaccines and of vaccination coverage on the probability of
evolutionary emergence are shown in figure 2. This analysis
confirms that vaccination may be an efficient measure to limit
evolutionary emergence.
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5. Host heterogeneity and contact networks

4
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infection (these modifications of the life cycle may, however,
affect the detailed calculation of R0 and L). These authors also
explore a situation in which the rate of mutation m (which
refers to the process of within-host pathogen adaptation)
may vary with the age of the infection. Again, the expression
for the probability of evolutionary emergence still holds, provided that m is replaced by m
 ðLÞ; the average rate of withinhost adaptation for an infection of duration L. This generalization shows the robustness of the previous conclusion but
also opens avenues for further developments. Allowing for
variation in the rate of within-host adaptation is a first step
towards a more explicit description of the process of selection
occurring among pathogens competing within each host. In
many situations, a more efficient within-host exploitation
strategy leads to more transmission. Yet selection within
and between hosts may be very different. There are cases of
short-sighted evolution [20], where within-host evolution
can lead to lower transmission ability (and lower R0), because
the factors underlying within-host competitiveness are not
necessarily those that maximize between-host transmission.
This effect could be formalized by allowing the rate of
within-host evolution to the new adapted strain to decrease
with time. In this case, one can show that an increase in
L may not necessarily lead to an increase in Pe. Further investigations are required to study scenarios with a more detailed
description of within-host processes that would relax
the unrealistic assumption that the sweep of mutations is
instantaneous [21–23].
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6. Mutations
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Mutation is the ultimate fuel of evolution and it plays a key
role in the process of evolutionary emergence. We have
already discussed in §4 the importance of whether mutations
are conditional on transmission or not, but other details of
mutation matter as well.

bN

(a) Distribution of fitness effects

Pe 

1
½uR0 þ mLm P :
ð1  R0 Þm

ð6:1Þ

More realistic fitness landscapes would help refine these
predictions. For example, Fisher’s geometric model of adaptation provides a framework to incorporate very important
feedbacks between the level of maladaptation to the novel
host and the fraction of beneficial mutations. One interpretation of this geometric model might be that when the
pathogen is initially less adapted to the host (i.e. lower R0),
the fraction of mutations that are beneficial in the novel host
may be larger, which may reduce the impact of initial maladaptation on the probability of evolutionary emergence.
This requires further theoretical and experimental developments. Orr & Unckless [27] integrated Fisher’s approach with
the evolutionary rescue scenario considered in [26], and the
former’s models could be modified to describe disease emergence. On the theoretical side, the approach of Alexander &
Day [26] with an explicit description of the network of
mutations may provide a useful framework to study this.

(b) Effects of mutation on life-history traits
By definition, we assume that the adapted genotype has
R0 . 1 and thus has a probability of emergence of
P ¼ 1  1=R0 : In other words, not surprisingly, when comparing alternative mutations that can potentially lead to the
evolutionary emergence of a persistent infectious disease,
the strain with the highest R0 has the highest probability of
emergence. Once established, in the early phase of an epidemic, however, the strain with the highest instantaneous
per capita growth rate (i.e. Malthusian fitness r0 ¼ bN 2
(d þ a þ g)) increases faster, and may thus be viewed as
the most competitive one. Indeed, the strain with the highest
r0 will increase faster in a fully susceptible host population.
Strains with high r0 generally have high R0, but this is not
always the case. So a strain with a higher R0 may actually
be less competitive because a different strain could have a
higher r0 [21,28,29]. Yet, it is the one with the higher R0
that will be better at initially avoiding extinction. As an
attempt to better understand this result, consider it in the

d +a + g

Figure 3. Schematic of the effect of mutations on various life-history traits of
the pathogen (virulence, a, and transmission, b) on the probability of
evolutionary emergence. The ancestral pathogen (black dot) is producing a
cloud of mutants (in grey). Among those mutants, those with R0 . 1 will have
a chance to emerge (in black). The probability of emergence is not governed by
the per capita growth rate of those mutants (the grey lines indicate contour
lines with the same value of r0) but by their basic reproduction ratio (the
dashed lines are contour lines with the same value of R0).
light of a classical diffusion approximation that shows
the importance of the distribution of offspring number
on the probability of early extinction. In particular, to
escape early extinction, a strain benefits from an increase in
its expected Malthusian growth rate r0, but also a decrease
in the variance in its growth rate (see appendix C). In our
simple epidemiological model, there is a link between the
mean and the variance in the growth rate, and maximizing
R0 strikes the appropriate balance between the two (it maximizes the mean to variance ratio). Figure 3 (modified from
[33] and [34]) presents the potential implications of this
result for the evolutionary dynamics in the very early phase
of an emergence. Figure 3 shows the basic elements of the
life history of the infection: birth (transmission) on the vertical
axis, and death (actual death whatever the cause, plus pathogen clearance) on the horizontal axis. A line of slope unity
from the origin refers to the condition R0 ¼ 1, or equivalently
r0 ¼ 0. The ancestral maladapted strain is described by a
point (black dot) below this line, where transmission cannot
match losses. But mutants arise in some neighbourhood
(the circular region) of this ancestral state, and some mutants
can have R0 . 1 (black area). We note that in this space, the
family of dashed black lines emanating from the origin
describe different equivalence sets in terms of R0. By contrast,
the family of grey lines parallel to the r0 ¼ 0 line are contour
lines with the same value of r0. Note that any prediction of
the evolutionary trajectories will require some knowledge
about the effects of mutations on the various pathogen lifehistory traits. In particular, in this heuristic figure, we
allowed each cloud of feasible mutations to have the same
size, in effect assuming that mutations have constant additive
effects on these demographic parameters, regardless of initial
conditions. Whether or not this is a reasonable assumption
will depend upon the biological mechanisms underlying
each of these demographic parameters.
Although the results discussed above are based on a
rather general birth– death process, deviations from such processes are also common in many infectious diseases. The
relationship between R0 and r0 is very sensitive to the details
of the pathogen life cycle and the distribution of generation
time [35]. For example, some pathogens exhibit a lytic life
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How many mutations confer a benefit in the novel environment? When multiple mutations are simultaneously present,
are their effects on fitness simply additive, or more complex?
The answers to these questions require an underlying description of the fitness landscape. The above calculation for the
probability of evolutionary emergence relies on a very simple
fitness landscape, where the adaptive mutation can be reached
in one step. Some generalization can be obtained in other relatively more complex scenarios. For example, if m individually
neutral mutations (i.e. each single mutation does not change
the traits of the maladapted pathogen on the novel host) are
required before reaching a significant increase in fitness, then
the probability of evolutionary emergence becomes [6,7]:

5
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The above approximation for the probability of evolutionary
emergence shows that it increases linearly with the input
of beneficial mutations. An underlying assumption behind
this calculation is that the mutation rate is relatively low.
Although this is reasonable for the majority of pathogens,
some viruses, and in particular RNA viruses, may have very
high mutation rates [36]. This may violate the above model
and could alter the effect of mutation rate on disease emergence. Indeed, because the vast majority of mutations are
deleterious, a large increase in the mutation rate could load
the genome and prevent potentially beneficial mutations
from rescuing a maladapted population. This is the idea of
an ‘error threshold’ that may ultimately lead pathogen populations to extinction [37,38]. Some interesting scenarios are
explored in [26]. Two main situations may arise. If the original
strain is very maladapted to the new host (i.e. R0  1), a large
fraction of new mutations will be beneficial, and increasing
mutation will always favour evolutionary emergence. By contrast, if the original strain is only weakly maladapted (i.e.
R0  1), then increasing mutation rate can have the opposite
effect on evolutionary emergence. This effect, however,
requires further theoretical investigation to determine when,
in general, increased mutation rate is expected to favour evolutionary emergence.

7. Discussion
In the above sections, we derive the probability of evolutionary
emergence under various scenarios. This theoretical approach
helps identify a diverse range of factors that play key roles in
evolutionary emergence. Before discussing the implications
of these theoretical predictions, we want to review briefly the
empirical evidence that bears on these questions.

(a) Empirical evidence supporting the above theoretical
predictions
Regarding the impact of migration and reintroduction, a direct
prediction from the above models is that species jumps are
more likely to occur between species that regularly share the
same environment simply because there are more opportunities for frequent reintroductions between sympatric species.
At a broad scale, geography has been found to be a major
determinant of species jumps among pathogens of wild primates and humans [39]. Similarly, transmission of rabies
virus across different North American bat species appears to
be limited by geographical range overlap of the different bat
species [40]. At more local scales, one would predict greater
likelihood of disease emergence for species that have similar
habitat requirements and phenologies, which would increase
overlap in space and time and permit multiple attempts at

(b) Which particular pathogens should we watch
out for?
The above theoretical framework indicates that if we want to
limit the risk of emergence, we should focus on pathogens
with the following three properties: (i) pathogens that have
many opportunities to enter into contact with human
populations, (ii) pathogens with large mutation rates,

6
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(c) Mutation rates

cross-host colonization. We are unaware of direct assessments
of this prediction.
Concerning the effect of initial maladaptation, a direct
prediction is that jumps are more likely to occur between
species that are phylogenetically more similar (because the
‘gap’ between pathogen fitness in the two host species
should be smaller). In the above two empirical studies
[39,40], there was a strong negative effect of the phylogenetic
distance between host species. Davies & Pedersen [39] found,
however, that among viral pathogens, cross-species transmission was more limited by geography than by divergence
time between hosts. They argue that this could be due to
the higher evolutionary potential of viruses compared with
other pathogens. A well-documented example of a species
jump (between related species) leading to virus emergence
is the outbreaks of Chikungunya virus in the Indian Ocean.
Sequencing of viral isolates revealed that emergence was
linked to a few mutations allowing the virus to adapt to a
new vector species, Aedes albopictus (the virus is usually transmitted by A. aegypti) [41,42]. Here, the adaptation to a new
vector species led to a massive increase in transmission and
to the re-emergence of the disease in human populations.
The evolutionary potential for emergence is mainly governed by the pathogen mutation rate. The above theory
shows that an increase in the mutation rate is generally
expected to increase the probability of evolutionary emergence.
There are several studies [43] showing indeed that emergence
is more likely in RNA viruses, which are characterized by
large mutation rates. Beyond this simple qualitative prediction
of the effect of mutation rates, there is very little empirical
evidence to use to investigate the importance of the distribution of mutation effects on fitness. There are an increasing
number of studies measuring the distribution of fitness effects
(DFE) of mutations (especially in viruses, [44]). These studies,
however, are limited to a measure of fitness in a single environment, and typically in the original host where the parasite is
already well adapted. A recent study [45] provides a measure
of the DFE of a plant virus on eight different host species.
This study confirms the prediction of Fisher’s geometric
model of adaptation that more beneficial mutations are
observed in novel host species. As pointed out already, it is
important to determine the life-history traits of adaptive
mutations to quantify their probability of emergence. Further
experimental work is required in this area to obtain the effects
of mutations on transmission, virulence and recovery rates.
Although there is some empirical evidence supporting
some qualitative predictions of the theory, there are still
very few experimental attempts to test predictions on emergence and evolutionary emergence. The fact that these are
stochastic processes means multiple replicate populations
are required, and this experimental effort is simply impossible in some biological systems (e.g. pathogens of
vertebrate species). Pathogens of microbes may, however,
provide a good model system to study emergence [46,47].

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

cycle in which the propagules are formed and stored during
an infection and then all simultaneously released upon killing
the host. Models for such life cycles have been referred to as
‘burst –death’ processes [34] and allow for evolutionary adaptation in burst size, time to burst or clearance rate. As with the
above considerations, these models also reveal that pathogen
life history can play an important role in evolutionary emergence, with mutations affecting some traits being more likely
to lead to adaptation than others [34].
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(iii) pathogens that are already reasonably adapted to the
host, or that infect related hosts (e.g. primates). Also of importance are the life-history characteristics of pathogens that have
a particularly high chance of emergence. Common sense
would predict the evolutionary emergence of more deadly
pathogens (such as strains 2 and 3 in figure 4, assuming they
are further to the right due to a high pathogen-induced
death rate). By contrast, the pathogen with the highest probability of evolutionary emergence may be that with the
lowest virulence and transmission (strain 1 in figure 3).
Under the assumption that the effects of mutations on the
traits are the same, mutations will have a higher effect on R0
for an avirulent pathogen than for a virulent one, all else
being equal, because the avirulent pathogen is closer to the
origin. Hence, if two pathogens have the same R0 (e.g. strains
1 and 2), it is the one with the lower virulence (strain 1) that has
the higher probability of evolutionary emergence. If the two
pathogens have the same r0 (e.g. strains 1 and 3), it is not so
clear which one is more likely to emerge. Strain 3 has an
advantage because it has a higher R0, which means it will
create a higher number of cases initially. Yet the effect on R0
of each of the adaptive mutations on strain 3 is lower than
on strain 1. Besides, because strain 1 will generate longer infections (because of lower virulence), the rate of production of
new adapted genotypes will be higher for strain 1 (see §4).
All this can be formalized using the equation for Pe and
additional assumptions regarding the distribution of the effects
of mutations on each trait.

(c) How do we limit pathogen emergence?
The theoretical studies we reviewed above point towards
general rules of thumb to limit evolutionary emergence (see
also [17] and [26]). First, a reduction in the rate of effective
contact (through hygiene, vaccination and other measures)
with novel pathogens is always expected to limit emergence
(appendix A) and evolutionary emergence (see figure 2 and
appendix B). Second, one may also try to limit the duration
of the infectious period (through treatment and quarantine).
It may also be possible to use more complex strategies targeting super-spreaders to limit transmission more effectively
[25]. It is difficult, however, to go beyond these classical
public-health control interventions. In principle, the above
theoretical framework may provide ways to quantify the
risk of emergence for each pathogen. But to do this
we would need a better knowledge of the distribution of
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Appendix A. Probability of emergence in a
heterogeneous host population with
no evolution
Consider an infection caused by a pathogen in a heterogeneous population that consists of two different types of
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Figure 4. Contrasting the risk of evolutionary emergence for three pathogens.
The first and third pathogens (strains 1 and 3) have the same per capita
growth rate, r0. The first and the second pathogen (strains 1 and 2) have the
same basic reproduction ratio, R0.

mutational effects on the life-history traits of these pathogens.
So far, there are very few data available on this and we hope
the present study motivates future experimental study in
this direction.
One important area of inquiry both for our fundamental
understanding of pathogen emergence, and for applications
to areas as diverse as species conservation, agriculture and
human health, is to understand how pathogen virulence may
be associated with the probability of emergence and how
virulence may evolve during the course of an evolutionary
rescue. André & Hochberg [48], using a model with densitydependent disease transmission, found that the size of the
host population into which the pathogen invades is not only
crucial for emergence, but also for the evolved virulence.
Specifically, only low virulence pathogens can emerge in
small host populations, whereas a range of virulences can succeed in large host populations (see also [49,50]). But it may be
worth noting that after pathogen emergence the evolutionary
dynamics can be described within a very different framework
that neglects the impact of stochasticity. Indeed, as soon as the
pathogen population becomes large enough to escape the risk
of extinction, the evolutionary trajectories need to be tracked
together with the epidemiological dynamics because the two
dynamics will feed back on one another [28,29,33,51–54].
Our theoretical treatment has specifically focused on
infectious diseases with direct transmission. Parasites that
are transmitted by vectors, or have complex life histories
with multiple host species, will have different expressions
than equation (2.1) for R0, and expression (2.2) may not
directly describe the probability of emergence for such infectious diseases. It would be valuable to develop comparable
theories for such parasites, in order to make more detailed
comparative statements about the relative likelihood of disease emergence for different classes of infectious diseases.
But our general conclusions that to minimize the risk of evolutionary emergence, one should lower the initial R0 of the
infection as much as possible, and likewise reduce whenever
feasible the frequency of contacts between ancestral hosts of
the pathogen and potential novel hosts, are likely robust
across a wide spectrum of host–parasite scenarios. We
believe that understanding the evolutionary dimensions of
emerging diseases is a topic of vital concern for human wellbeing, and for species conservation. Theoretical studies such
as those we have presented here can help clarify the rationales
for particular mitigation and intervention strategies.

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org
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Q1 ðtÞ ¼ b1 dt Q1 ðt þ dtÞ Q ðt þ dtÞ þ d1 dt þ Q1 ðt þ dtÞ
 ð1  b1 dt  d1 dtÞ
and
Q2 ðtÞ ¼ b2 dt Q2 ðt þ dtÞ Q00 ðt þ dtÞ þ d2 dt þ Q2 ðt þ dtÞ
 (1  b2 dt  d2 dt);
where

Q0 ðt þ dtÞ ¼ AQ1 ðt þ dtÞ þ ð1  AÞQ2 ðt þ dtÞ

and

00

Q ðt þ dtÞ ¼ BQ1 ðt þ dtÞ þ ð1  BÞQ2 ðt þ dtÞ;
with
A¼

fp
f p þ sð1  fÞð1  pÞ

B¼

fð1  pÞ
:
fð1  pÞ þ sð1  fÞp

The parameter p refers to the contact structure: p ¼ 1/2
refers to homogeneous mixing, p . 1/2 to assortative
mixing and p , 1/2 to dissortative mixing. Playing with p,
s, b2 and/or d2 allows one to study the effects of different
types of variability in the host population on emergence
(see [5] for a similar life cycle but with a discrete time
branching model).
The above equations assume that the density of susceptible hosts and the relative frequency of the two host classes
are constant during the whole stochastic process. The probabilities of ultimate loss are thus independent of time and
the probability of emergence is P ¼ 1 2 Q, where Q is
obtained from the resolution of
b1 Q1 Q0 þ d1  Q1 ðb1 þ d1 Þ ¼ 0
and
b2 Q2 Q00 þ d2  Q2 ðb2 þ d2 Þ ¼ 0:
In the main text, we discuss a situation in which f ¼ 1/2,
s ¼ 1, b1 ¼ 4, b2 ¼ 0 and d1 ¼ d2 ¼ 1 which yields P ¼ 0.25.
More generally the probability of emergence is (when
b2 ¼ 0): P ¼ f 2 (d1/b1) (when f . d1/b1) and zero, otherwise.
This expression can also be rewritten as P ¼ f (1 2 1/R0,1)
which is perhaps simpler to interpret. The first f is the

For cases where p = 1/2 and s , 1, the above conditions
can be solved numerically. These results are similar to those
reported by Yates et al. [5].

Appendix B. Probability of evolutionary
emergence in a heterogeneous
host population
What is the effect of host heterogeneity on the probability of
evolutionary emergence? In particular, what is the effect of
vaccinating a fraction 1 2 f of the population against a
pathogen to limit its probability of evolutionary emergence?
To answer this question, we can use a very similar approach
to account for the additional effect of different mutation pathways (see main text) towards adaptive mutations. As in
appendix A, we can derive recurrence equations for the probabilities of ultimate extinction of the maladapted pathogen
(in both naive and vaccinated hosts, Q1 and Q2, respectively),
and the probabilities of ultimate extinction of the adapted
pathogen (in both naive and vaccinated hosts, Qa,1 and
Qa,2, respectively):
Q1 ðtÞ¼b1 ð1uÞdtQ1 ðtþdtÞQ0 ðtþdtÞþb1 udtQ1 ðtþdtÞ
Q0a ðtþdtÞþd1 dtþm dtQa;1 ðtþdtÞþQ1 ðtþdtÞ
ð1b1 dtmdtd1 dtÞ
Q2 ðtÞ¼b2 ð1uÞdtQ2 ðtþdtÞQ00 ðtþdtÞþb2 udtQ2 ðtþdtÞQ0a ðtþdtÞ
þd2 dtþm dtQa;2 ðtþdtÞþQ2 ðtþdtÞð1b2 dtmdtd2 dtÞ
Qa;1 ðtÞ¼ba;1 dtQa;1 ðtþdtÞQ0a ðtþdtÞþda;1 dtþQa;1 ðtþdtÞ
ð1ba;1 dtda;1 dtÞ
and

Qa;2 ðtÞ¼ba;2 dtQa;2 ðtþdtÞQ00a ðtþdtÞþda;2 dtþQa;2 ðtþdtÞ
ð1ba;2 dtda;2 dtÞ;

where the Q 0 and Q00 terms are defined as in appendix A and
Q0a ðtþdtÞ¼AQa;1 ðtþdtÞþð1AÞQa;2 ðtþdtÞ
and
Q00a ðtþdtÞ¼BQa;1 ðtþdtÞþð1BÞQa;2 ðtþdtÞ;
are the analogous terms for the adapted pathogen, where the
parameters A and B are also defined in appendix A (s is
assumed to be the same for both pathogens).
The above equations assume that the density of susceptible hosts and the vaccination coverage f is constant
during the whole stochastic process. The probabilities of
ultimate loss are thus independent of time and the probability of evolutionary emergence is Pe ¼ 1 2 Q, with
Q ¼ fQ1 þ (1 2 f )Q2. The above system of equations can
thus be used to study the effect of vaccination in a broad
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0

probability that the initial infected host is a good-quality
one, while the second term is simply the probability of emergence given in the main text, after replacing R0 by fR0,1,
where R0,1 ¼ b1/d1 (i.e. the basic reproduction ratio of the
pathogen in a good-quality host population). For an even
more general case where the bad-quality host is infectious
(i.e. b2 = 0) we get
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðb2 ðb1 þ d1 Þ  b1 d2 Þ2 þ
b2 d1 þ b1 ðb2  d2 Þ þ
4b1 b2 ðb2 d1 þ b1 d2 Þf
P¼
:
2b1 b2

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

hosts: good-quality hosts in proportion f (where the birth rate
and the death rates of the infection are b1 and d1, respectively), and bad-quality hosts in proportion (1 2 f ) (where
the birth rate and the death rates of the infection are b2 and
d2, respectively). The ‘birth’ of an infection means infection
of an additional host, while the ‘death’ means the termination
of an infection through host death or recovery. We further
assume that bad-quality hosts may have an equal or lower
probability s (i.e. s  1) of becoming infected upon contact
with the pathogen. In order to calculate the probability of
emergence, we first derive the probability Q(t) that an introduced pathogen, present in the population at time t in a
single host, ultimately goes extinct. This probability is equal
to Q(t) ¼ fQ1(t) þ (1 2 f )Q2(t), where Q1(t) and Q2(t) refer
to the probability of ultimate extinction when the pathogen
is initially introduced into a good or a bad-quality host,
respectively. These two quantities can be derived by considering all the events that might occur during an infinitesimal
period dt (so that either birth or death is possible, but not
both; the three possible states of the world at time t þ dt
are thus that the initial infected host has survived
and infected another host, or it has died, or nothing has
been changed):
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Pe 

1
½ufR0;1 þ mLP ;
1  fR0;1

0 ¼ b1 ð1  uÞQ1 Q0 þ d1  Q1 ðb1 þ m þ d1 Þ
and
0 ¼ b2 ð1  uÞQ2 Q00 þ d2  Q2 ðb2 þ m þ d2 Þ:
Note that this condition is very similar to the one given
above without evolution. We plot on figure 2 the effect of vaccination coverage (1 2 f ) and vaccine efficacy (we assume
the efficacy of the vaccine only affects the infectiousness of
the vaccinated host, see legend of figure 2) on the probability
of evolutionary emergence with homogeneous mixing. When
the vaccine is perfect against the maladapted strain, one
obtains the following expression for the probability of evolutionary emergence:
Pe 

1
½uR0;1 þ mL
1  fR0;1

In this case, again, vaccination will limit the risk of evolutionary emergence through a reduction of the epidemic
size of the maladapted strain. More complex scenarios can
be studied with this approach to look, for instance, at the
impact of different types of heterogeneities on evolutionary
emergence, as in Yates et al. [5].

The diffusion approximation [30,31] is an alternative way to
obtain the probability of escaping extinction when n individuals
are initially present (see also the paper of Martin et al. [32]):
P  1  e2nr=v ;
where r and v are the mean and the variance of the offspring
number, respectively. This expression is an approximation but
holds under a broad range of scenarios. It formalizes the
idea that the extinction is sensitive to the whole offspring
distribution and in particular the mean and the variance of
the growth rate of the population. Population persistence
is increased by increases in the mean and decreases in the variance. In many situations, these two quantities covary, and in
particular in the simple epidemiological model we study here.
Let us assume a classical birth–death model with per
capita parameters b (birth) and d (death). In a short interval
dt, three things can happen to an individual
— giving birth (þ1 individual) with probability b dt,
— death (21) with probability b dt, and
— nothing (0) with probability 1 2 b dt 2 d dt.
The expected change in population size in a small interval of time dt owing to a focal individual is thus equal to
rdt ¼ bdt(þ1) þ bdt(21) þ (1 2 bdt 2 ddt)(0) ¼ (b 2 d)dt.
The variance in the change in population in a small interval
of time dt due to a focal individual is thus equal to: v dt ¼
b dt(þ1 2 r)2 þ d dt(21 2 r)2 þ (1 2 b dt 2 d dt)(0 2 r)2.
After neglecting the higher-order terms in dt (i.e. dt 2, dt 3) we
obtain: v dt ¼ (b þ d )dt. The ratio of the mean to the variance in growth rate is r/v ¼ (b 2 d)/(b þ d) ¼ (R0 2 1)/
(R0 þ 1), where R0 ¼ b/d is the number of births over the
average lifespan 1/d. The diffusion approximation given
above (with n ¼ 1) thus yields
P  1  e2(R0 1)=(R0 þ1) :
This expression is indeed a good approximation (for R0
not too high [31]) of the exact probability of escaping extinction given in the main text (i.e. P ¼ 1 2 1/R0). The point we
want to make here is that the probability of escaping extinction in our simple epidemiological model is governed by a
single parameter, R0. Maximizing the basic reproduction
ratio always strikes a balance between increasing r and
decreasing v. This may help us understand the seemingly
counterintuitive result that, although the Malthusian
growth rate, r, does provide a relevant measure of the competitivity of a strain, it is its basic reproduction ratio that governs
the probability of escaping early extinction.
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